of the house was taken and
decided in favor of shucking off
some of their traditions by dancing.
I replied that I could not participate
with them in the evening's recreaJOURNALS OF JOHN D. LEE 1846-47 811859
tion from the fact that I did not
EDITED BY CHARLES KELLY, INTRODUCTION BY CHARLES S.
consider it a time to dance but a
PETERSON. SALT LAKE CITY: UNIVERSITY OF UTAH PRESS, 1984.
day with me of deep solemnity and
prayer for the recovery of the
244 PP. $17.95
health of my file leader and father
[Brigham Young] who this day has
by Kerry Bate
been near yielding up the ghost.
Having
made those remarks Ileft
and that we would reverence what
once remarked casually to an
the room and entered the place
he stood for and believed in.
acquaintance that John D. Lee
where the afflicted lay."
The earliest and most concise
was an uncle of mine by marOne can easily appreciate the
riage. It was a cheap piece of brag- criticism I have read of Lee was
effect
this situation would have on
written by Thomas D. Brown, a
gadocio, because any nineteenthothers. The crowd listens to
century Mormon who had nineteen man whom Lee correctly propheslengthy sermons. Tired of business
ied would apostatize from the
wives is likely the uncle of threeand planning for the pioneer trek,
Mormon
church.
Brown
was
with
a
quarters of the population of Utah,
group of Indian missionaries called someone suggests that they hold a
if not the ancestor to over half of
dance, about the only recreation
the state through, in Lee's case, his to southern Utah. He wrote in 1855
available to the pioneers. A vote is
that Lee was officious; "he has
sixty children.
taken, and that vote is passed with
abu[n]dance of dreams, visions
But the story of John D. Lee is
enthusiasm. Then Lee gets up sancand revelations, from which he
more than the story of someone
timoniously and self-righteously
instructs, reproves & governs." He
who was explosively successful in
throws a wet blanket over the
obeying the commandment to mul- accused Lee of being an eaveswhole evening, not so subtly sugdropper, of spying and then using
tiply and replenish the earth. The
what he learned-representing it as gesting they are shallow and have
story of Lee is a true Greek
no loyalty. He walks out. This incirevelation. He says Lee writes lettragedy, adapted to nineteenthdent demonstrates Lee's personalters accusing others of bad faith.
century Mormonism.
ity in two ways: first it shows his
Lee also accuses some of "hypocHe had risen almost like the
arrogance and insensitivity to
risy, blackness of heart & evil
phoenix, from ashes. His early
others. Second it reminds us of the
speaking, and said he himself
childhood was one of abuse and
would not hesitate to steal from the fanatical bond he had with Brigham
misery. His mother died when he
Young. There is something almost
gentiles who had so often robbed
was very young; his father was an
pitiful about an adult calling a man
alcoholic who sent him to live with the saints." Brown suggests Lee
his
own age "Father." Perhaps no
was
a
coward
and
objects
to
Lee's
a sadistic aunt while that father
other.Mormon took the kind of
handling of his position as judge,
eventually drifted away to parts
sealing Lee had to Brigham Young
overruling the bishop and overunknown. Lee struggled against
quite so seriously.
charging for materials he sold.
this pitiful environment and manWherever Lee went there were
aged through hard work, persever"Weekly there has been some difalways hard feelings. In fact, he
ance, and total dedication to
ficulty between him and some of
become one of the few Mormon
the settlers," Brown concludes, "his seems to have quarreled with
almost everyone: William Clayton
giants, leaving an enormous posexcessive greed, Selfishness, and
over prices in a store, "Bro.
terity, a mass of biographical
jealousy, being the cause, many
Maginnis" who insulted Lee, Sister
material, and a name that will live
have left and will do."
Allen
whom Lee reproves, his
on so long as there is interest in
This is a remarkable statement
second wife, Nancy Bean (my
Mormonism and Utah.
to find in the official missionary
lamented aunt) who writes Lee an
And yet he has lived on in
record. It was this kind of impres"insolent" letter, Brother Arnold,
infamy-an ironic ending for a man sion that Lee made on so many of
over that man's "selfishness, [and]
whose tragic flaw was unquestionthose whom Lee had to live with
ing obedience. By being literally
that resulted in his sad ending, for for his hard spirit." Even old Mr.
Neff, who "but a few days [ago]
what so many of his compatriots
as years went by, Lee, a particistated that his money should not
and coreligionists only attempted
pant in the Mountain Meadows
go to support the whores of the 12."
to be, Lee became the most
Massacre, became associated in
pathetic of victims and the most
An especially trying time was
the mind of an increasingly hostile
stereotyped of villains. At the end
had in Winter Quarters because the
community as not only a particihe lost his belief and was conpant, but as the man deserving the pioneers fought all summer over
demned and executed.
the division of land, with almost all
full community venom for that
Probably no single person in
of them united in their feeling that
crime. And we see many of the
nineteenth-century Mormonism
Lee was greedy and taking advancharacteristics which led to Lee's
emerges so clearly as a real man
tage of them. Lee even has hard
alienation from his neighbors in
from his letters and journals as
words with his first wife, Aggatha
the earlier journal published by
does John D. Lee. And his whole
Ann. Lee records in detail anything
Kelly.
life was lived and recorded in order
said favorable to himself (as, for
For instance, under the date of
that we would see him as he saw
instance, the defense by Samuel
February 17;1847, after a lengthy
himself, that we would understand,
entry, Lee writes: "About 11 a vote Gully of Lee's conduct), and is
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vituperative against his "enemies."
Where possible these quarrels
are mediated by Brigham Young.
Even when Lee runs an errand to
the Mormon Battalion and makes
himself so obnoxious by "threatening to cut their infernal throats"
that the Mormon leadership of that
battalion "thretened to put me
under guard," he reports the details
to Young and wins Young's approval (that prophetic figure laments
the fact he does not have an arm
long enough to reach the battalion
and suggests Lee should have
taken the heads off from his
opposition).
Yet one can't help but feel that
Young tired of this constant babysitting of Lee, and perhaps that
was one of the reasons Lee was
not allowed to go to the Salt Lake
valley with the first group of pioneers. Perhaps, too, this explains
why Lee was sent so far away from
Salt Lake City as a colonizer. So
many of Young's other friends
stayed in the valley or returned
there after repeated mission calls.
The 1859 journal is most disappointing because pages have been
torn out, and it begins in the middle
of a sentence, with Lee on the run

for the Mountain Meadows Massacre. By the time of the second journal Lee is seeing traitors everywhere, and he dreams of rivers of
blood. The last part of the book is
made up of letters and fragments
of letters from Lee, who to the end
kept a sharp eye on his financial
affairs.
There are a good many important
insights in this book about John D.
Lee, Brigham Young, and many
other contemporary Mormons.
Even Lee's anger and hostility help
us better understand the conflicts,
the times, and the personalities.
A lengthy introduction to this
book by Charles S. Peterson gives
a sketch of the editor, Charles
Kelly. Kelly was much like Lee, an
angry bigot raised in a cruel environment. And like Lee he accomplished much. Kelly's editorial work
on this volume is praiseworthy.
When he published these two journals, for the years 1846-47 and
1859, he thought he was bringing
out the only surviving John D. Lee
journals, and the edition was so
limited, it is doubtful he made any
money on it. While Kelly makes an
especial attempt through marginal
notations and footnotes to draw

Purity and Passion
SUMMER FIRE

A WOMAN OF DESTINY
BYORSONSCOTTCARD
BERKLEY BOOKS, 1984
$3.95,713 PP.

BY DOUGLAS H. THAYER
ORION BOOKS, 1983
258 PP.
by Scott Abbott

D

ouglas Thayer's Summer
Fire and Scott Card's A
Woman of Destiny are as

,

different as two Mormon novels
could be, and in their difference
they tell an illuminating story. First
the novels themselves and then the
story they tell together.
In Summer Fire, Thayer's first
novel after twenty years of short
stories, a sixteen-year-old boy
named Owen recounts his experiences on a Nevada ranch where
he and his cousin Randy work for
the summer. Both boys come from
Provo, both are LDS, both work
hard at their new job; but while
Randy learns to play poker and
pins up Playboy centerfolds in

their cabin, Owen conscientiously
says his prayers and tries to be an
example.
From the beginning Owen finds
an adversary in Staver, the ranch
foreman. Staver has an enormous
scar on his chest, received as a
soldier in the Korean War, and a
scarred psyche as well. He kills
thoughtlessly (the ranch fences are
hung with animals he has killed;
pools in the river stand lifeless
after his dynamiting). He drives
himself day and night, as if possessed by a death wish. And he
harasses Owen mercilessly, aided
by the boy's straightforward selfrighteousness, naivete, and propensity to costly mistakes. Owen

attention to the early Saints' proclivities for alcohol and other possible sins, overall his volume is
well edited and the marginal notes
are helpful guides.
We are grateful that this book,
issued originally in an edition of
only 250 copies, is now available to
the general public really for the
first time. Still, we regret that the
published and unpublished letters
and diaries of Lee and his wives
could not be all gathered together
and a new edition given us which
would put all of this in coherent
and chronological order.
Until that point, we have a good
deal of the story in print, both in
these journals and in the more
extensive journals edited by
Brooks and Cleland in 1955. Lee's
final hope may yet be realized: he
will be remembered and understood by those who care to know
about a man whose life was fine, if
tragic, drama.

KERRY BATE is the Utah state
housing specialist for the division of community
development.

has an unbendable will, however,
and stands up to Staver until the
very end. He also slowly, oh so
slowly, learns lessons about what
it means to be human.
Thayer is good at setting the
scene-descriptions of cutting hay,
irrigating, butchering beef, and the
rest of life on a ranch seem to
come from experience. He also
creates memorable characters (my
favorite is Mrs. Cummings, the
cook and laundrywoman at the
ranch, once a Mormon, and after a
lifetime of experience broad, warm,
and human).
But good characters and vivid
setting aside, the novel bothers the
hell out of me.
I read it in Louisville during a
conference on Twentieth-Century
Literature: the first half in the early
morning hours after seeing Danny
and the Deep Blue Sea, one of
the winners in the Louisville
Actor's Theatre's Humana
Festival-a brutal, violent, hopeless, obscene, and, in the middle
act, ethereal confrontation between
a man and a woman in the Bronx;
the second half the night after hearSUNSTONE
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maddening
style is a
consummate formal expression of
Owen's
personality

came above the fence. I turned.
"Stay around, Owen."
"No thanks. "
"Come on. You might have a ranch
some day and want to breed
horses. "
I kept walking away.
"Hey, Owen."
I kept walking.
"They're animals, " I said.
"What did you say, Owen?"
"They're animals!" I shouted it.
"Okay, Boy Scout. You go back
and get things all cleaned up."
"Hey, V-i-r-g-i-n-i-a."
I kept walking, listening to Frank
and Staver laughing; the rancher
wasn't laughing. I walked into the
tool room and turned the hose on
full force to wash out the dirt.
Above them I saw the North Star.
Reproduction wasn't obscene; it
I'd read a book called The North
was wonderful. I'd studied insect
Star. It was my favorite star. The
and animal reproduction in my
Chinese, Greek, Phonecian, Viking, biology classes. I'd seen films I'd
Roman, Elizabethan and Spanish
read An Introduction to Conception
sailors had all used it to guide
and Birth and Life's Chain. Adam and
them. Columbus used it to find
Eve had to reproduce, which was
America. The valley breeze blew
what sex was for mainly. Brother
against me. I liked the ranch. I
Anderson had pictures of his eight
wasn't homesick. I listened for
children in his office. Everybody in
coyotes, but I didn't hear any. I
the whole world had to be conturned and climbed down, and
ceived. Reproduction was a comwalked back to the cabin.
mandment. It wasn't a joke.
After I put on my paiamas and
brushed my teeth, I said my prayOwen is so damned sure of himers. I prayed for my mother and
self! He has read a hundred intrograndmother, and Helen and Mrs.
ductory books (including W o m a n
Johnson and Mrs. Cummings, and
without Hope-about prostitufor Dale. I prayed for Randy, Stan,
tion, Those W h o G o t CaughtFrank, and Staver. I prayed Randy
about criminals and prisons,
and I could be good examples. (pp.
Venereal Disease: A Doctor
57-58.)
Talks t o Young Men, Boy's Life,

ing Robert Coover read a wild, political, orgiastic, and hilarious scene
from his novel The Public
Burning. In my hotel room, recovering from the violence and the brilliance of contemporary theater and
prose fiction, I read and read,
exhausted, increasingly put off by
what I read, but unable to put down
the story of Owen, a sheltered
sixteen-year-old boy from Provo,
for whom a rather normal summer
working on a Nevada ranch proves
an extraordinary experience.
From the beginning the style irritated me, at least I thought it was
the style. Imagine over two
hundred pages of short sentences
like the following:

Of course short sentences should
have been no surprise. Thayer's
stories are written in the same
style (and there was a writer
named Hemingway). But so many
of them at once! However, in the
midst of my frustration I realized
that style alone was not responsible for my anguish. Passages like
the following, as clipped as the
rest, revealed a more serious
source of irritation:
The mare stood still watching the
barn. The bottom half of the door
swung open, and Frank came out.
Staver led Black Prince out on a
halter rope. Frank closed the door.
Black Prince kept jerking his head.
Staver unclipped the halter rope.
"Okay, boy. "
Frank and Staver walked over to
the fence and climbed up. The
rancher stood by me. Frank lit a
cigarette and held the match for
Staver. Black Prince neighed, the
sound high and fierce like a
scream. He reared up; his head
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etc.). He's had the perfect seminary
teacher in Brother Anderson. He
realizes that other people aren't
perfect, but he's willing to help
them be more like himself. His cousin Randy, a year older and a real
man of the world compared to
Owen, winces again and again as
Owen makes solemn announcements of belief to the scoffing
ranch hands.
Once I realized how much Owen
got under my skin, I could turn
back to the maddening style and
see in it a consummate formal
expression of Owen's personality:
uncomplicated, convinced, incessant, direct, intolerable-and
strong. Despite the nonhuman side
of his personality, Owen works
hard, is more than kind to Mrs.
Cummings, and gamely puts up
with intolerable ridicule and
harassment. And, over the course
of the long summer, he begins to
emerge as an almost normal
sixteen-year-old.

Summer Fire bothers the hell
out of the reader, as it is meant to.
It strikes close to home in its portrayal of sheltered selfrighteousness but at the same time
finds strength in the weakness it
has just disclosed.
A Woman of Destiny, "the epic
saga of a woman who dared to
search the world for love. For
Pride, For Passion, For Her Family.
From the inferno of industrial
England to the shining promise of a
new America, Dinah Kirkham rose
to free herself and her children
from poverty's grim reign, and
reach for the freedom that is every
woman's dream. . . . A woman of
courage. . . to heal a divided
family. A woman of compassion
. . . to forgive the father who had
abandoned her, and the brother
who tried to rule in his stead. A
woman of beauty. . . to marry a
man whose words would move
millions, whose love could never be
hers alone. A Woman of Destiny
. . . a passionate journey that will
sweep you into an unforgettable
woman's life!"
With this uncompromisingly bad
rhetoric ("epic saga"!) and with a
flashy green, white, and red cover
featuring the said "woman of
destiny," Scott Card's new novel
tries to sell itself. Fortunately, the
cover sells the book short (as have
many others advertised down to
the supermarket crowds-D.M.
Thomas, for example, left the U.S.
in shock after seeing what
American book packagers had
done to his White Hotel).
Untortunately, this review will
also sell the book short. I find it
impossible to recreate anything
resembling the color and sweep of
Card's 700 pages. The heroine,
Dinah Kirkham, grows up in early
nineteenth-century, industrial
Manchester, England; and the first
third of the story could be straight
from Dickens. John Kirkham, the
father, a failed businessman and
sometime painter, deserts his
family in the novel's first chapter.
In the years that follow, Dinah, her
mother Anna, and two brothers
suffer unimaginable poverty and
degradation. Eventually the oldest
son, Robert, becomes an engineer
and then a wealthy builder of
locomotives. Charles, the youngest
child, gets an education at the
hands of a crazy old man and rises
to a fine position as an accountant.
Dinah also gets on in the world, her
fortune assured by an attempted
rape and a hasty marriage to a

man she knows to be no match for
herself.
Providentially, Heber Kimball
breaks with apostolic vigor into
this idyll to claim Anna, Charlie,
and Dinah for the Lord. A few lines
describing Charlie's baptism exemplify much of what is good about
the novel:
Five minutes later they were
standing in the cold water of the
Rochdale Canal hoping that no
barge would come along till they
were through. Brother Heber said
the words and dunked him under
the water. Charlie came up sputtering and Heber laughed and said,
"By damn, Charlie Kirkham, 1'11 bet
you're the first man ever to come
out of this water cleaner than he
went in!" Then Heber wrapped him
in a great bear hug. "Brother
Charlie, " Heber said, "Welcome to
the fellowship of the Saints. " Then
they climbed out of the water
together and went home to warm
up and dry off. "And I hope we can
talk your mother into a few inches
of medicinal wine, " Heber said.
"Water's so cold it damn near cut
me in two up the middle."

Card's depiction of Dinah's conversion is likewise so intensely human
that it achieves transcendence
(echoing Parfey Pratt's wedding of
sexuality and the Holy Ghost in
"Intelligence and Affection"). After
hearing Heber Kimball speak about
Joseph Smi\h and the restored
gospel of Jesus Christ, Dinah finds
herself able for the first time to
respond sexually to her husband.
In the aftermath she burns with
spiritual fire as well:
The feeling grew and grew until
she could not bear it. The light also
grew within her, until at last she
could see it, a whiteness spreading
from her to fill the room. She heard
her words become audible, and she
finally realized that the angel would
not come and stand outside her in
the air, that the angel would be
within her, and her own lips would
speak the message she was meant
to hear. "I love you, I hear you."
And then the whiteness grew too
bright and she closed her eyes and
almost immediately felt herself drift
toward sleep, felt the whiteness
drowse over her like endless sheets
and blankets to warm her, and she
heard her own voice fall silent and
the other voice at last speak in
answer, speak from those perfect
lips only one thing: "I am," said the
voice so slowly, and Dinah lay in
wonder 811 night, sleeping but feeling herself awake forever, the sun

and moon and stars all within her
body, the leaves of the trees so
large that she could stand between
them and watch them grow to infinity so that she could touch the stars
that dwelt within them, too. "I am, "
said the voice. So slowly. And
Dinah answered, silently, "I know."

Visions are not cheap, however,
and the new destiny Dinah embraces leads her through tragedy to
Nauvoo, Illinois. There she begins,
in a very odd combination of fiction
and history, to live the life of Eliza
R. Snow, eventually one of Joseph
Smith's wives. The story's narrator,
0. Kirkham, claims his account
reconstructs the life of his great
aunt Dinah, whose diary he ran
across while researching the life of
her brother Charles Kirkham, the
author of "Let us all press on" and
other "mediocre hymns." The "brutally frank journal. . . is now kept
under lock and key in the church
archives, where no historian may
read it." In the acknowledgments at
the end of the book the author (not
the narrator) thanks "helpful
employees at the LDS Church
Archives" and "the Charles Banks
and Kirkham Family Organization." -*
How are we to read this? Did Card,
doing research on Charles Kirkham, come across Eliza Snow's
journal and surreptitiously copy it?
Does Dinah Kirkham's story, from
the time she reaches Nauvoo until
the new century dawns, represent a
truer, more intimate history of
Snow than we have had until now?
or is the whole thing a fiction, one
step further from the unknowable
facts than is Samuel Taylor's
equally well-written retelling of the
same events in Nightfall a t Nauvoo? Although the tensions
between fiction and history in the
novel bother me (and maybe they
are meant to), a more important
historical point remains.
The times and characters Card
skillfully creates and recreates
here-nineteenth-century Manchester and Nauvoo, Heber Kirnball,
Joseph Smith, Brigham Young, the
Kirkhams, and all the restrepresent a world we have left
behind. A reader could scarcely
imagine a starker contrast than
that between the nineteenthcentury Mormons of Card's novel
and the almost contemporary
Mormons of Thayer's.
Placing the two works side by
side we find differences which take
on an interesting cast when seen
not only as inevitable in the products of two separage creative

imaginations but also as representative of two cultures (arising, surprisingly enough, in a church which
prides itself on "one Lord, one
faith, one baptism"). Let's start
with swearing, drinking, and sex:
Owen doesn't; Dinah and the Lord's
annointed do. Thayer deftly gets
around the ranch hands' inevitable
profanity by reporting through
Owen that someone has "taken the
Lord's name in vain." Card's apostles sprinkle priesthood ordinances
with heart-felt oaths. Where a few
beers cause near tragedy in Thayer's book, wine still has a place at
orthodox tables in Nauvoo. Owen's
protected adolescent perspective
on sex has him obsessively covering himself with clean underwear
and athletic supporters; and his
refusal to watch Black Prince service a mare proves that, contrary
to his words ("Reproduction wasn't
obscene; it was wonderful") sex is
obscene for him. In contrast, Dinah
discovers a warm sensuality in her
marriage bed, desires Joseph
Smith physically as much as spiritually, and finally, as an old
woman, sleeps with an aged
Brigham Young in a delightfully
tender scene.
The divergent attitudes concerning swearing, drinking, and sex,
meaningless enough when taken by
themselves, gain importance when
seen as the product of opposing
world views. Owen's adolescent
sureness, his short declarative
beliefs, his valiant efforts to keep
his distance from the flames of sin,
all represent a negative righteousness. On the back cover, in fact,
stands the telling question: "How
close can you come to the fire
without being burned?" Card
inverts the image, for the firey
tongues which burn in Dinah are
manifestations of the Holy Ghost.
The question here is: "How far can
you get from the fire and still be a
productive, loving human being?"
Where Owen and his church commang a begrudging respect, Dinah
and her church inspire love. Owen
may indeed keep himself clean.
Dinah helps change the world with
her wisdom and passion and
poetry.
All this is not to say that Card's
book is better than Thayer's. The
two authors merely hold their mirrors up to different centuries.
SCOTT ABBOTT i s assistant
professor o f German a t Vanderbilt University in Nashville,
Tennessee.
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MORALITIES OF EVERYDAY LIFE

regular fear of the small, straiahtforward English word): Chaptei
BY JOHN SABIN1 AND MAURY
One, "through a (dark) glass
SILVER
clearly": Magic Spectacles and the
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS. 1982. Motif of the Mimetic Mantic in
238 PP., $6.95.
Postwar German Literature; Chapter Two, The Symbolical Limp and
the Secular Postwar Seer; Chapter
-T. E. Shoemaker
Three, The Terrible Toys: A View
This book makes two arguments, from Postwar German Literature at
both of which should be of interest the Process of Play-Time Psychoto Latter-day Saints. One is an
logical Pre-Conditioning for Dictatorship, War, and Holocaust; Chapattack on the use of behavioral
science as a philosophical method. ter Four, Reptiles and Robots:
Mathematical "Skinnerisms" shed
Minacious Machinery and its
little light on the complex world of
Automaton-Slaves; Chapter Five,
contemporary people and their
Ethics in Embryo: Abortion and the
struggle with the moralities of
Problem of Morality in Postwar
everyday life. Mathematical codes
German Literature. Chapters Two
only tell us what, not why. The
and Four are the shortest, and to
result is confusion and moral
my mind least interesting of the
uncertainty.
book, so I shall limit my remarks to
The other argument is the need
the essays on magic spectacles,
to return to the use of ordinary
terrible toys, and abortion.The first
language, including the word sin in essay begins by pointing out that
our discussions, analyses, and
Wolfgang Borchert, Martin Walser,
redefinitions of human moral frailand Heinrich Boll all create characties. Coupling ordinary words as
ters whose metaphorical glasses
generally understood with logic
allow them to see more clearly
and grammar restores to philosothan their non-spectacled comphical discussions universal mean- rades. With their "visionary optics"
ings and powerful generalizations. they dig up memories, responsibiliThe authors not only tell us this but ties, guilt, and pain their fellows
provide ample examples of how
would just as soon repress, and
this is done. They postulate a varthus effect a reassessment and
iety of ways (as a sin, as a motive, overcoming of the past. The essay
and as an emotion) that envy, for
continues with an exposition of
example, may manifest itself in
Gunter Grass's Dog Years (an
human behavior. Because the book excellent novel), in which one of
avoids sectarian moralizing, no
the narrators and main characters
Mormon need fear that the book's
markets maaic alasses which allow
message might sow seeds of apos- children to i e w t h e i r parents' most
tasy. To the contrary, on the
compromising acts during the Nazi
"highway to perfection," Mormons, years. Keele does a good job with
of all Christians, are least likely to
details, especially with reference to
recognize the danger signs of the
how Grass subtly relates his own
"seven deadly sins." The message
fiction to these glasses. But when it
just might make the journey less
comes to the auestion of whv the
perilous.
glasses are magical, he misses the
point. The solution lies rather in
Grass's abiding skepticism (he
once said he was skeptical even of
THE APOCALYPTIC VISION:
his skepticism). To identify one's
own fiction as magic glasses
A THEMATIC EXPLORATION OF
through which postwar Germany
POSTWAR GERMAN LITERATURE
can clearly see its past is to ignore
BY ALAN FRANK KEELE
one's own subjective, skewed,
STUDIA HUMANITATIS, 1983,
prejudiced, incomplete view of the
$19.00, 129 pp.
world. Grass comments on the
questionableness of postwar fiction
-Scott Abbott
(including his own highly rational
work) by identifying it with the
Alan Keele, a BYU professor,
irrationality of the magic glasses
divides his short book into five
and the numerology and astrology
essays, the titles of which reveal
of the narrators. He asks then in
the author as a sufferer of
the end: What are the irrational
Maxwell's alliterative disease (the
underpinnings of our rationality?
essays themselves further betray
Keele alerts us to a prevailing
chronic "big-word syndromew-a
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theme in the literature he survevs
but fails to recognize when it
finally calls itself into question. The
third essay, however, the longest
of the book, is much stronger. It's
basic premise is simple-war toys
and violent games teach children to
wage war. Besides quoting from an
impressive group of German novels, Keele uses a broad array of
material (from the history of
games, from sociological studies of
games and war, from sports books,
from magazine accounts) in his
argument. He is aware that he cannot prove a connection between toy
guns and war, but he goes a long
way toward convincing us of the
possibility. Keele's final essay
deals with West German views on
abortion. He makes the surprising
discovery that authors like Paul
Schalluck, Walser, Boll, and Grass
(all of whom have actively supported attempts to repeal antiabortion statutes like Paragraph
218 of the German legal code) seem
to oppose abortion in their fiction
and poetry. (A writer he does not
include, Karin Struck, has written
an entire novel-Lieben-about
the consequences of abortion, and
would be an important addition to
the analysis, both as a woman and
a recent contributor to the debate.)
In dealing with these authors who
oppose anti-abortion laws but who
write against abortion, Keele suggests that the question is one of
individual vs, legislated morality.

GOD AMONG US: THE GOSPEL
PROCLAIMED
BY EDWARD SCHILLEBEECKX
CROSSROAD PUBLISHING CO.. 1983.
$12.95,258 pp.
-Keith E. Norman
There are few contemporary
theologians or churchmen who can
match the credentials of this book's
author. Of Catholic theologians, his
public reputation is surpassed perhaps only by the more controversial Hans Kung. But as a scholar in
his field, Christology, Edward
Schillebeeckx is without peer.
Readers who want the main course
should go straight to his magnum
opus, Jesus: A n Experiment in
Christology.
G o d A m o n g Us is the
appetizer-a collection of mostly
sermons or lectures on New Testament or creedal themes. The dis-

courses are solidly grounded in
scriptural and historical exegesis,
but the focus, as we would expect
in a sermon, is upon application to
the contemporary Christian.
A sermon often tells as much
about the preacher as about the
subject or text of the discourse,
and Schillebeeckx is here revealed
as a man of deep piety, conviction,
and compassion, as well as wideranging scholarship. His concern
for the oppressed of the world
permeates the book. indeed his
reiteration of the sins and obligations of affluent western Christian
society in this regard almost places
him in the camp of "liberation
theology," to which he alludes
favorably more than once. Most of
us are only too well insulated from
the deprivations and miseries of
humanity, and it is good to be
reminded to whom Jesus directed
his gospel. To "confess Jesus"
means, for Schillebeeckx, to feed
the hungry, clothe the naked, and
visit the sick and imprisoned.
In addition to his profound humanism, Schillebeeckx is committed
to a biblical scholarship likely to
seem overly liberal to Mormons.
His modern assumptions about the
mythical nature of the revealed
text, however, in no way water
down his intense religiosity. His
quest is to make the faith of the
fathers meaningful to us in our
time, to communicate the gospel in
a scientific era. This concern for
relevance is, after all, the raison
d'etre for theologians of any age,
and Schillebeeckx amply demonstrates his proficiency in his
profession.
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PROVO COTTAGE-retirement retreat or mechanic's
dream. Near downtown, slashed to$39,500firm; this
price offered only to SUNSTONE readers. 1000 sq. 11.
on main floor; 112 bsmt.. full storage attic. 2 112
bdrms.. incl. 1 in bsmt. 2400 sq. ft. irrigated garden
wlminiature orchard. Garage wired 120.240 volts,
air-plumbed & heated for heavy-duty hobby or repair
shop, w Isemi-heated attic storage. Many recent imprvmts.4.g.. storm windows, good insulation. Kitchen has new cbnts.. new elctjc, stove, new coalwood space stove, new counter top, new sink, new
rug, ~ ~ t mostly
h ~ ~ , wlnew
sink, faucets,
rug. Alarm system, exhaust fans, Hunterceiling fans
wlwallswitches, ~ 1 1 unsafe wiring rplcd,
upgraded, phone outlets, Shed wlwiring, switching,gas plumbing for emrgncy, New paint awnings.genrtr. Many other imprvmts, 451 West 200
south, N~~~downtown, near fire and police stations
and grade school. ,tor appointment, callmy coop.
erative tenants Jeff and Lauri Robinson at373-2651.
owner, 0ick ~
Box
~ 8, colchester,
~
VT~05446
(80~)658-1237
any day after noon MT,
FINE COLLECTION OF PAINTINGSAN0 SCULPTURE available owing to liquidation of two Utah Estates. Pieces
include contemporary and early Utah and European
works. Also, through Feb. 15 Peggy Anderson and
Steven Songer watercolor show, Su\\ivan Galleries.
55 West 100South'
84101' 364-3900'
BLOOMINGSALES-147 East 800 South. 532-5663. A
new flower market. When conslder~ngflowers for
your office or home. consider Bloomingsales. We
can answer your needs for distinctive and personalized gifts and flower designs. Open daily 10 A.M. to
6 P.M.

MORMON MISCELLANEOUS REPRINTS now available. 1. "Spaulding Manuscript Theory Then and
Now" by Lester Bush; 2. "The Writing of Joseph
Smith's History" by Dean Jessee; 3. "The Early
Accounts of Joseph Smith's First Vision" by Dean
Jessee. To order. send 81.50each plus 50apostage to
Mormon Miscellaneous. B865South 1300 East. Sandy.
UT 84092.

MISCELUNEOUS
an expanding
collection of notes, comments, and references to
the entire
Of MOrmOndOm%
standard
Works. noncanonical writings, gleanings from early
Christian writers and recent biblical scholars. Series
will include contributions from the files of many
Mormon scholars and researchers on topics of history. doctrine, polemics. statistics, current events.
Mormon3 non-Mormon. mi-Mormon-in short, all
subjects from any source (both published and UnlPublished)
~i n any way
~ related
~to Mormonism.
,
Notecards will be published in sets of 100 4x6 cards at
$6.00 per set. 800-1200 notecards will be published
per year beginning March 1. To order. send $6.00 to
Mormon Miscellaneous, 1433East 9175South. Sandy.
UT 84092.
'Over

P6:~s~~~~~~~~~,",~i~~;p"~d
independently. Retired craftsmen-painters, plumbers.
carpenters, etc.-or anyoneelse who is interested. A
modest wage is negotiable. Call Lowell Bennion or
Ted Keefer at 486-2136. 212 West 1300 So.. SLC. UT
84115.

SALT LAKE RAPE CRISIS CENTER needs volunteers to
attend the next training session beginning May 1.
All YOU lneed is~a good~
attitude., common sense,
WHIRUWA~ S~STEMSOFAMERICA.Franchised ~
~1985. ~
commitment Of 20 Or
per
A new concept in carpet cleaning. No wetness. Dries and a 'Ime
month. For further information, contact the Rape
in
NO odor, NO residue, call 485-6295,
Crisis Center at 532-RAPE.

CATHY FINK. 1981-82 West Virginia banjo champion
and concert performer of folk, country, topical, and
mountain songs, yodeling, swing, and old-time fid.
dle tunes. She will perform in concert Weds., Feb. 13
at 8:00 P.M. at the University of Utah Art and Archi.
tecture Auditorium. Fink will also oresent afree musical lecture entitled "Songs of working Women" on
Wed.. Feb. 13, from 3:30-5:00 P.M. in the U. of U. Union
Theater. She will show slides from the NATIONAL
ARCHIVESOF WOMEN AT WORK in the last 75 years and
present a series of British and American songs and
poems dealing with working women's feelings.
struggles. and experiences. Concert tickets are$3.50
and are available at Cosmic Aeroplane. Smoney's
Records. Acoustlc MUSIC. and the U of U. Women's
Resource Center and the Union Desk. Tickets will
also be available at the door. Sponsored by U. of U.
Women's Resource Center, the Phoenix Instlute.
Utah Technical College Women's Center, and the
Utah Women's History Association. For further information. call 581-8030.

II
CALL SUNSTONE (801) 355-5926

CLASSIFIED ADS

?LPHAGRAPHICSPRINTSHOPSOFTHEFUTuRE.SPecial1 s t ~i n Copying, printing, binding, forms and stationery. Give all of Your work that extra professional
appearance with our newly expanded typesetting
Services.
Main- SLC; 364-6454.
THE BOOK VAULT. Crossroads Plaza. 50 South Main.
SLC. UT 84144. ([801] 364-8051.) A unique general
bookstore, we offer discounted best sellers and a
wide range of good books-including Women's and
Western Americana. Wewelcomespecial orders and
boast of our quarterly newsletter.
FINANCING AVAILABLE-we arrange financing for all
kinds of commercial properties, apts., office buildings. raw land. hotels, etc. We also arrange J.V.s,
business ventures. No maximum loan amount. EFE
Associates. 467-3274.2690 Alden St. SLC. UT 84106.

WORD PERFECT SOFTWARE for IBM word processing.
version 4.0. Brand new, $249.00 delivered C.O.D. Call
Cole (801) 575-7007 or (801) 3598084.

BEAR NECESSITIES specializes in European active
wear-Fila. Ellesse. Bogner, and Eurohead, and
beautiful cotton sweaters from all over the world.
Salt Lake Tennis Club. 2471 South 1700 East and
Cottonwood Club. 1780 Lakewood Drive.

EUROPEAN SKIN CARE by Sinako Lasater. 1674 East
1300 So. 583-2004. You deserve the best in facials,
pedicures. manicures. lash dyes. etc. European
trained estheticians.

WIN A SUBSCRIPTIONTO SUNSTONEI Volunteer to sell
SUNSTONE subscriptions. Call Tom at (801) 355-5926
or write him at 59West 100 South. SLC. UT84101 for
details.

SUNSTONE MAGAZINE'S classified section offers a highly visible place to find a
job or fill one, offer your services, inform the Mormon community of your
products, or post special notices. Classified ads are 35Q a word, paid in
advance, with a ten-word minimum. For a schedule of regular ad rates and
further information, write to Sunstone magazine, 59 West 100 South, Salt Lake
City, Utah 84101, or call (801) 355-5926.
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Ahmanson, John. Secret History:
A Translation of Vor Tids
Muhamed. Trans. Gleason L.

i

Archer. Chicago: Moody Press,
1984. 197 pp., $19.95.

!

originally written in 1876 as an effort to
warn Danish people about Mormonism.

!

1
1

i
I
I

Allred, Gordon T. Shannon. Salt
Lake City: Bookcraft, 1984.
179 pp., $7.95
Fiction.

Baadsgaard, Janene Wolsey. A
Sense of Wonder: Helping
Children Discover Their Own
Self-Worth. Salt Lake City:

i

Deseret Book, 1984. 158 pp.,
$7.95.
Braby, Carol. Goodbye, Hello.
Sandy, Utah: Randall Books,
1984. 123 pp. $6.95.

I

Buntin, Kathleen Rawlings. The
Living Half. Salt Lake City:
Deseret Book Co., 1984. 68 pp.,
$5.95.

/*

i

Fiction.

Journal of a woman whose husband
dies.

I

I

I

f
I

1

i

Burgess, Allan K. Helping Your
Child Stay Morally Clean. Salt
Lake City: Deseret Book Co.,
1984.74 pp.
Buscaglia, Leo. Loving Each
Other: The Challenge of
Human Relationships.

ThOrofare'
pp., $13.95.N'J': SLACK' 1984' 208
Canfield, Johanna and Anita
Canfield. Visiting Teaching: A
Call to Serve. Sandy Utah:
Randall Book
71 pp.9
$3.95
Carlson, Renee Pyott. The Best
Co'9

Man Doesn't Always Win: A
Political Family Album.

Midvale, Utah: Signature Books.
1984. 133 pp.
Clark, Marden J. Morgan
Triumphs. Salt Lake City: Orion
Books, 1984.123 pp.
Fiction.

Crinzi, Debbi. Principles of Discipleship. Independence, Mo.:
Herald Publishing House, 1984.
Cramer, Steven A. Great Shall Be
Your JOY: The Power Of Our
Savior's Love. Sandy, Utah:

Randall Books, 1984. $8.95.
Davies, J. Kenneth. Mormon
Gold: The Story of California's Mormon Argonauts. Salt
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Lake City: Olympus Publishing
Co., 1984. xv, 429 pp., $12.95.
Davis, Gaye Lynn. All That's
Golden Doesn't Glitter. Salt
Lake City: Bookcraft, 1984.
152 pp., $6.95.
Explores the career of wife and mother.

Decker, ~d and Dave Hunt. The
God Makers. Eugene, Oreg.:
~~~~~~tH~~~~ Publishers, 1984.
237 pp., $8.95
Fiction.

Dew, Lindsey Phillip. The Trial.
Salt Lake City: Deseret Book
Company, 1984.237 pp. $8.95.
Fiction.

Dunbar, Robert G. Forging New
Rights in Western Waters.
Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1983. $19.95.
Durrant, George P. Mother: Our
Heavenly Connection. Salt
Lake City: Bookcraft, 1984. ix, 99
pp., $5.95.
Edwards, Paul M. Preface to
Faith: A Philosophical Inquiry
into RLDS Beliefs. Midvale,

Gibbs. Linda Jones. Masterworks.
Salt Lake City: The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints,
1984.
Exhibition catalog from the Museum of
Church History and Art.

Gottlieb, Robert and Peter Wiley.
America's Saints: The Rise of
Mormon Power. New York: G..

P. Putnam's Sons. 1984. 278 pp..
$16.95.
Griffiths, Thomas M. San Juan
Country. Boulder, Colorado:
Pruett Publishing Co., 1984. xv,
246 pp., $34.95.
Harken, 0 Ye People: Dis-

courses on the Doctrine and
Covenants. Sandy, Utah: Ran-

dall Book Co., 1984.297 pp.
$9.95.
Contains essays by Bruce R. McConkie,
James E. Faust, Ronald K. Esplin,
h n e t h w . Godfrey, and others.

Haslam, Gerald M. Clash of Cultures: The Norwegian Experience with Mormonism,
1842-1920. New York: P. Lang,

Deseret Book Co., 1984. 138 pp.,
$7.95.

1984.
Hicken, Helen Hooper. Yesterday,
Today and Forever. Sandy,
Utah: Albany Books, 1984. 83 pp.,
$5.95.

Contains essays by T. H. Bell, Paula
Hawkins, Henry B. Eyring, and others.

Hill, Donald G., Jr., ed, Perspec-

Utah: Signature Books, 1984.
xvii, 197 pp.
Excellence. Salt Lake City:

Featherstone, Vaughn J. The Disciple of Christ. Salt Lake City:
Deseret Book Co., 1984. vii, 95
pp., $6.95.
Firmage, William Kenneth. Season
of Fire, Season of Faith. Port
Washington, New York: Ashley
Books, 1983. 336 pp., $15.95.
Fiction.

Flack, Dora D. and K~~~~C.
Erickson. Gifts Only You Can
Give. Salt Lake City: Deseret
Book Co., 1984. ix, 133 pp., $7.95.
James R. The Outcasts.
Sandy, Utah: Randall Book CO.,
1984. 232 pp., $9.95.

Frenchl

Fiction.

Fuller, John G. The
We
Bombed Utah: America's
Most Lethal Secret. New York:
New American Library, 1984,268
pp., $16.50.
Concerns nuclear tests in Utah in the
earlv 1950s.

Gibbons, Francis M. Joseph F.
Smith: Patriarch and
Preacher, Prophet of God.

Salt Lake City: Deseret Book CO.,
1984, vii, 344 pp., $9.95.
Biography.

Fiction.

fives in Mormon Ethics: Personal, Social, Legal, and Medical. Salt Lake City: Publishers

Press, 1983. x, 326 pp., $11.95.
Holley. Vernal. Book of Mormon
Authorship: A Closer Look.

N.p.: Zenos Publications, 1983.
$3.50.
Discusses similarities between the Book
of Mormon and writings of Solomon
Spau'ding.

James, Paul. Cougar Tales.
Sandy, Utah: Randall Book Co.,
1984. 180 pp., $8.95.
Jennings, Melinda. The Single
Heart. Salt Lake City: Bookcraft.
1984. 135 pp., $6.95.
Fiction.

Jensen, Richard L. and Richard G.
Oman. C. C. A. Christensen,
1831-1972: Mormon Immigrant Artist. Salt Lake City: The

Church of Jesus Christ of Latterdav Saints. 1984
~xhibitionc$alog from the Museum of
Church History and Art.

Jolley, Clifton H. Children's Voices. Salt Lake City: Bookcraft,
1984. x, 102 pp., $5.95.
Essays about his children.

I,

Jones, Cleo. Sister Wives. New
York: St. Martin's Press, 1984.
474 pp., $14.95.
Fiction.

Petersen, Mark E. The Teachings
of Paul. Salt Lake City: Deseret
Book Co., 1984. 93 pp., $6.95.
Rock, Brad and Lee Warnick.

Kelley, Charles, ed. Introduction by
Greatest Moments in B YU
Sports. Salt Lake City: BookCharles S. Peterson. Journals of
craft, 1984. vii, 184 pp., $7.95
John D. Lee, 1846-47 and
1859. Salt Lake Citv: Universitv
Skousen, W. Cleon. Isaiah Speaks
of utah Press, 1984:xxviii, 244to Modern Times. Salt Lake
pp., $17.95.
City: The Ensign Publishing Co.,
Kelley, Thomas E. A Father's
1984. xi, 788 pp., $15.95.
Gifts. Salt Lake City: Deseret
Smith,
Barbara B. The Love That
Book Co., 1984. ix, 50 pp. $5.95.
Never Faileth. Salt Lake City:
Kendrick. L. Lionel. Scriptures to
Bookcraft, 1984. x, 213 pp., $8.95.
Success. Sandy, Utah: Randall
Soloman, Dorothy Allred. In My
Book Co., 1983. 99 pp., $3.95.
Father's House. New York:
Mabey, Rendell N., and Gordon T.
Franklin Watts, 1984. 312 pp.,
Allred. Brother to Brother: The
$17.95.
Story of the Latter-day Saint
Missionaries Who Took the
Gospel to Black Africa. Salt

Lake City: Bookcraft, 1984, viii,
I61 pp., $7.95.
McCloud, Susan Evans. Not in
Vain. Salt Lake City: Bookcraft,
1984. xi, 209 pp., $8.95.
Madsen, Truman G., ed. The
Temple in Antiquity: Ancient
Records and Modern Perspectives. Provo, Utah: Brigham

Young University Religious Studies Center, 1984. x, 204 pp.,
$9.95.
Volume nine in the Religious Studies
Center monograph series.

Maw, Herbert B. The ApostlesWho Were They? [Salt Lake
City]: Published by author, 1983.
$10.00.
Maxwell, Neal A. We Talk of
Christ1 We Rejoice in Christ.

Salt Lake City: Deseret Book Co.,
1984. xi, 180 pp., $7.95.
Newell, Linda King and Valeen
Tippetts Avery. Mormon
Enigma: Emma Hale Smith:
Prophet's Wife, "Elect Lady, "
Polygamy's Foe, 1804- 1879.

Garden City, New York: Doubleday and Co., 1984. xiii, 394 pp.,
$19.95.
Pearson, Carol Lynn. A Lasting
Peace. Salt Lake City: Randall
Books, 1983. 110 pp., $5.95.
Fiction.

Pearson, Carol Lynn. ICan't Stop
Smiling. Salt Lake City:
Parliament Publishers, 1984. vi,
73 pp. $5.95.
Poetry.

Petersen, Mark E. The Jaredites.
Salt Lake City: Deseret Book Co.,
1984. $6.95.
Concerns the Book of Mormon.

Wilcox, S. Michael. To See His
Face. Salt Lake City: Deseret
Book Co., 1984. vi, 218 pp., $7.95
Fiction.

Williams, Clyde J., cornp. The
Teachings of Lorenzo Snow.

Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1984.
196 pp., $7.95.
Yates, Alma J. The Miracle of Miss
Willie. Salt Lake City: Deseret
Book Co., 1984. 196 pp., $7.95.
Fiction.

Yorgason, Blaine M. and Brenton G.
Yorgason. Ride the Laughing
Wind. Salt Lake City: Bookcraft,
1984. xiv, 335 pp., $10.95.
Fiction.

Autobiography of Dr. Rulon Allred's
daughter.

Stott, Clifford L. Search for
Sanctuary: Brigham Young
and the White Mountain
Expedition. Salt Lake City: Uni-

versity of Utah Press, 1984, xiii,
297 pp., $19.95.
Taylor, Sally T. A Little Light at
the Edge of Day. Orem, Utah:
Press Publishing, 1984. 64 pp.
Poetry.

Tippetts, Larry W. The Choice: A
Practical Guide on the Moral
Issue. Salt Lake City: Bookcraft,

1984. ix, 128 pp., $6.95.
Vincent, Daniel L. The Old Town:
A Photographic Memory [Mt.
Pleasant, Utah: Mt. Pleasant Historical Society, 19821. 16 pp., $2.00
Wadsworth, Nelson (text) and
Floyd Holdman (photography).
Utah. Toronto: Skyline Press,
1984. 88 pp., $15.00.
Photographs of Utah.

Warner, Paul D. The Caring
Parent: Answers to Questions
about Children. Salt Lake Citv:

Bookcraft, 1984. viii, 150 pp.,
$6.95.
Washburn, J. N. The Miracle of
the Book of Mormon. Orem,
Utah: Book Production Services,
1984. x, 178 pp., $5.95.
Weeks, Marvin E. Consolidated
Concordance-Book of Mormon,
Doctrine and Covenants,
Inspired Version. Independ-

ence, Mo.: School of Saints, 1984.
122 pp.
Whitaker, Grace. The Official
BYU Coed Jokebook. Orem,
Utah: . A.G. Publications, 1984. 50
pp., $4.25.
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